
Chapter 1

Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is is to study the phenomena of the halo

orbits from the point of view of the theory of bifurcations of periodic orbits in

Hamiltonian dynamical systems. We consider the Earth-Moon gravitational

dynamical system, modeled as a 3-dimensional, circular, restricted 3 body

problem. A family of periodic orbits, originating at the Lagrange point L-^

and lying in the plane of the Earth and Moon, gives birth to 2 other families

of orbits, which grow out of the plane in opposite directions. These are the

halo orbits; from the Earth, large enough members of either family would look

like a halo around the Moon (see Fig (1,1) ). We will discuss more background

details on the restricted 3 body problem in a moment.

An additional goal is a clear and simple exposition of the theory

involved, both the Hamiltonian mechanics and the numerical computation. A

complete and coherent account of it is quite difficult to find in the literature,

even though it is well known to people working in the field. Of course, every

detail can't be discussed here, so the choice was made to concentrate on the

topics which the author found puzzling and unclear.

1 There are several numbering conventions, so specifically we are referring to the point on
the opposite side of the Moon than the Earth.
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Figure 1.1: The Halo Orbits

A large part of the work done here is the writing of a set of programs

to numerically compute these orbits. The algorithm is a shooting method to

find a given orbit, and a spline extrapolation method to continue along the fam-

ily. Numerical integrations were performed using both symplectic co-ordinates

(x,y, z-iPx-iPy-iPz) as well as the standard Cartesian co-ordinates (x,y, z , X j y , z ) .

The major references for the Hamiltonian theory are Abraham & Marsden

[1985] and Meyer & Hall [1992]. For the halo orbits themselves we used Break-

well & Brown [1979], and Howell [1983]. The monograph by Rimmer [1983]

provided the classification of bifurcations of area preserving maps with sym-

metry, which was extrapolated upon here to study the halo bifurcation.

Chapters 1 and 2 are careful expositions of the necessary background

material on Hamiltonian mechanics and periodic orbits. Chapter 3 is a survey

of Hamiltonian bifurcation theory, with a detailed discussion of symmetric pe-

riodic orbits. Some extensions of the work of Lamb & Quispel [1995] are made



by the author. Chapter 4 is devoted to a description of both the numerical al-

gorithms used, and the behavior of the families of periodic orbits studied. We

explicitly give the location of the origination point of the halo family, as well as

other points where new families may branch off. Some bizarre behavior in the

curve of stability coefficients is observed in the section on Stability Regions.

The bifurcation yielding the halo orbits seems to match one of the

generic types classified by Rimmer, but the situation is more complex because

there are multiple symmetries, and our system is 4 dimensional. That there

should be some differences is not too surprising, since Rimmer's work was

confined to 2 dimensional symplectic maps. Nonetheless, Rimmer's results

are at the research frontier.2 The numerical calculations done here do not

presuppose the orbits will be symmetric, so our algorithm is slightly more

general than those employed by Breakwell & Brown and Howell. We can follow

unsymmetric as well as symmetric families of orbits.

Practical Applications of Halo Orbits. In this thesis, we concentrate of

mathematical aspects of the halo orbits in the restricted 3 body problem. How-

ever, they are chiefly of interest because quasiperiodic halo orbits persist in

more realistic models of our solar system (see the recent papers of Jorba &

Villanueva [1996], Jorba & Masdemont [1995] and references therein). In the

Earth - Sun system, satellites such as ISEE-C and the current SOHO have

been placed in halo orbits from LI. The advantage is that the satellite can

remain between the Earth and the Sun, but communications are not prevented

2See the chapter on bifurcations for further comments.



by solar interference.

1.1 Previous Studies of the Halo Orbits

It is a challenge to find something new to say about the halo orbits.

They seem to have been discovered in the mid 1960s by M. Henon. R. Farquhar

coined the term "halo orbits" in his 1968 Ph.D. Dissertation at Stanford. Far-

quhar and Kamel [1973] used a truncated Lindstedt- Poincare series to study

the orbits, including the effects of lunar eccentricity and solar gravitation. They

could not study the orbits past a certain size, however, as the information given

by the truncated series became too inaccurate. Also at Stanford, J. Breakwell

and J. Brown [1979] computed the orbits to much larger sizes by numerical

integration. In this work, the effects of lunar eccentricity and the sun's gravity

were ignored. Orbits were studied emanating from both L\d L2 for the

Earth - Moon mass ratio. In both cases, a band of linearly stable orbits was

discovered. In her dissertation at Stanford, K. Howell [1983] also used numer-

ical integration to compute halo orbits from I/i,I/2 and £sj while varying the

mass ratio and the eccentricity of the primaries.

More recently, work has been done in Barcelona, Spain by a group

of researchers associated with Carles Simo and Angel Jorba, and it continues

today. Much of this work was done under contract for the European Space

Agency, and the present author has not seen it. However, he has seen the

paper Jorba & Masdemont [1995], in which very high order Lindstedt Poincare

expansions are used, along with center manifold reductions and other tech-

niques. It was Professor Jorba who initially suggested the present halo orbits



project to the author, and provided assistance while he was visiting UT Austin.

The recent book by C. Marchal [1993] provides additional references.

1.2 Introduction to the Restricted 3 Body Problem
1.2,1 Newtonian Formulation

Let us consider 3 particles (point masses) Pi;P2,P3, with respective

mass values mi, ma, 7713. The particles have co-ordinates in IR , and their motion

is determined by Newton's law of gravitation. The equations of motion for all

the particles are therefore
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where Ri is the ith body's position vector from the origin (we are assuming that

our co-ordinate axes define an inertial frame of reference) and r^ = Rj — R7

(the vector directed from mass i to mass j). G is the universal gravitation

constant.

We now simplify the situation by assuming that the third particle is

of negligibly small mass, so it does not influence the motions of the other 2

particles. We take the origin to be the center of mass of the PI, P2 system,

and assume these two masses move in circular orbits around this origin. They

always remain on a straight line drawn between the primaries and through
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the center of mass; this implies that we should work in a rotating co-ordinate

system where the primaries would appear to be fixed. We will come to that in

a moment.

We choose the unit of mass such that mi + m2 — 1. We define the

dimensionless mass parameter ^ < 1/2 so that mi = 1 —/ / and m-2 — //. Taking

jj, e (0, |] causes no loss of generality, as we shall see in a later chapter, when

we discuss symmetries in the Hamiltonian.

We choose the unit of distance to be the constant separation distance

of the heavy masses, and the unit of time so that G = I.3 It can then be shown

that the angular velocity of the two massive bodies around the center of mass

is unity.

M

Fixed Rotating

Figure 1.2: Co-Ordinate Systemso <-'

Let us now look at the equation of motion for P3. We specify its

3For a sense of scale, observe that, in the Earth-Moon system, the mass unit is about
1.32 x 1025 pounds; the distance unit is about 239 x 103 miles; the unit of time about 27.3
days.



co-ordinates by (u,v,w). Then the equation for the 3 particle becomes

dt2

u — (1 — //) cost
v — (1 — p) sini

w

(u + //cost)
(«+

rf

It is useful to transform into the rotating co-ordinate system (#, y, 2:),

previously alluded to. In this system, the two heavy particles are fixed, and we

can eliminate the explicit appearance of t in the equations of motion. Define

the time dependent transformation by

u = xcos(t) — ysin(t)

v = x sin(t) + y cos(t)

w — z

The equations of motion then become

(1 — Lt)(x ~ Xi)
x-2y~x = -± ^-Aj V-

r{

y + 2x — w — — —^if ' if \

where r\ (x — x^)2 + y2 + z2. Following Szebehely [1967, p. 558], if

we define

Then we can write

(1.4)

z = D3£l(x,y,z)



WTe can the easily exhibit the only known constant of motion, the

Jacob! integral. We multiply the first equation by re, the second by y, and the

third by z. Then we add them, and integrate with respect to t:

We can also recast the equations of motion as a first order system, to

conform with the standard mathematical convention for vector fields x = X(x).

We define the variables x\ re, x2 = y, x

z. Then we obtain

— re, x$ — y, x§

rc'i = x4 (1.6)

x<2 — x5 (1.7)

v — '>• (1 R\3 — Xg t^l.oj

£4 = 2ic5 + .D1n (1.9)

rc6 = D3^ (1.11)

This is one set of equations that we integrate numerically later on.

Observe that we have an expression for the vector field in terms of position and

velocity co-ordinates. This is therefore the Lagrangian vector field Abraham &

Marsden [1985 ch. 3.5, 3.6].

1.2.2 Hamiltonian Formulation

There is also a time independent Hamiltonian formulation of the cir-

cular restricted 3 body problem, and because of this we can apply results of



from the extensive mathematical theory of Hamiltonian mechanics. First we re-

call some definitions, to connect what is discussed here with the general theory

in Abraham & Marsden [1985].

Definition 1 A manifold M is called symplectic if it has a nondegenerate,

closed 2- form w defined on it.

The important special case for mechanics is when M — T*Q, where

Q is another manifold called the configuration space.

Definition 2 Let (M.uj) be a symplectic 'manifold and H : M — > K be a CT

junction. The vector field determined by w(XH, •) — dli(-) is called a Hamil-

tonian vector field with energy function H.

Definition 3 The triplet (A/, u;, XH ) is called a Hamiltonian system.

For our purposes, M — T*IR3 = IR6 with the remark that we must

remove the locations of the primaries from the configuration space, to prevent

singularities. If we let 73 denote the 3 x 3 identity matrix, our canonical 2-form

w with respect to the standard basis for IR6 is just

T -"
0

The above definition reduces to the familiar Hamiltonian equations

when expressed in a symplectic co-ordinate chart:

dH

dH
P i = ~ —
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i.e. Xjy(g,p) = JVH(q,p). The purpose of the first definition is to enable us to

discuss the vector field globally over the whole manifold, not just in the image

of a single co-ordinate chart.

Following Szebehely [1967 p. 345, p.559], we construct the Haniil-

tonian function first in the fixed co-ordinate system and then use a canonical

transformation to obtain it in the rotating system. In order to define the ki-

netic and potential energy for the 3rd particle, we have to work in the fixed

system. It is customary in this type of discussion to use the letter q for the

(generalized) position co-ordinate, so we will define q\ u, q? = i;, q% = w.

The kinetic and potential energy functions (per unit mass) are then

Pl P2

where

P\

- (1 - M) cos(t)]2 + fe - (1

sin(t)]

Then we can form the Lagrangian

:- T(q)

i - j \w-Ly \^^1 \M°/ ' \~

We form the canonically conjugate momenta p± := |4

Pi = Qi
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P'2 =

PS =

Then, we define the Hamiltonian function H(q,p,t) —

where we regard Qi as a function of p. We end up with

H(g,p,t) =

This Hamiltonian is time dependent and not conserved during the

motion, but we can make a canonical transformation (ifr : (Q,P) •->• (#,£>)) into

the rotating co-ordinate system that will render the corresponding Hamiltonian

time independent. We make use of the generating function W depending on

(p, Qj t) such that, written in terms of matrix multiplication for clarity,

Qi

Define

cos(i) — sin(t)
sin(i) cos(t)

dW

P

dpi
dW
dQ,

H = H
dW

After some work, we obtain

,P) = -
J 2

1-

where

[(Qi - x



The canonical equations describing the vector field XH are then

Note that the (#

(Qi,Q2,Qs) here.

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)
' 1 < 2

rotating co-ordinates of section (1.1.1) are precisely

D -D v - _ P ^ v ^ L * '

^2 — •*! 3rj

e/ PV^ 1 J'rny

^i
ri

1.2.3 Equivalence Via the Legendre Transformation

We now have found 2 distinct formulations of the equations of motion.

1.6 through 1.11 and 1.12 through 1.17. We also have 2 constants of motion, the

Jacobi integral and the Hamiltonian. We will now show that these formulations

are entirely equivalent, and we only have found one independent constant of

motion. Knowing this equivalence will also help us computationally, later on.

As mentioned before, our configuration space is Q := IR3 — {(1 —

M)0)0))(~~MjO»Q)}- This is the same in both formulations, and it corresponds

to the standard x, y, z cartesian co-ordinates that we used when we first visu-

alized the R3BP in the rotating frame of reference. We define the Legendre

transformation

FH : T*Q - - TQ
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For an explanation of the "F" notation, for "fiber derivative", see Abraham &

Marsden [1985 ch. 3.5]. Explicitly, we then have

1

1
0 1 0 1
- 1 0 0 1
0 0 0

The Legendre transform then is

" 91
92

43

Pi

P'Z

. PS .

' 9i '
92

93

91
92

. 93 .

-1FL •- FH-L =

" 1

0
+1
0

1

-1
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
1

1

It now is easy to verify that XH o FL(q,q) — D(FL)X(q,q). The

Jacobi constant is then .7(9,9) = H ° FL(q,q). Of course, TIR3 = IR6 =

T*fR3 . so we can make an obvious identification. For a given point x =

(#i,:e2,#3j#4,#5,#6) e R6 we have ff(x) = —|J(x). This makes it plain they

are not independent.

1.2.4 The Lagrange Points

There are 5, and only 5, fixed points of the vector field 1.6 through

1.11. They are called the Lagrange points, although the ones lying on the axis

through the primaries were actually discovered by Euler. If one thinks in terms

" of the fixed axes co-ordinate system, it is easy to see intuitively why a particle

in one of these positions could remain in that relative configuration with the

primaries: For i1} it is being pulled equally by both masses; for L2 or L3 it is

simply moving in a circular orbit around the center of mass.

"-I

-f.136
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To number the Lagrange points, we will use the convention where the

points are numbered by increasing values of the Hamiltonian constant. This

is associated with a nice geometrical picture of the opening up of allowable

regions for the 3rd particle to move in, but we will not go into detail. We have

- -1.60017245

H(L2) = -1.59208205

= -1.51207510

These values are taken from Szebehely [1967 ch. 4], with the transformation

H(x) — —\J(x). Let the reader be warned that Professor Szebehely uses a

different convention for numbering the points, as well as the placement of the

primaries. To locate the point we are interested in, namely £2, we would have

to find a certain zero of a 5th order polynomial. This has been done for us,
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however, and we take the value from Szebehely [1967 p. 217]. In our co-ordinate

system, it is z = +1.1556824834.


